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But what, really, does that MEAN?!
CDs store audio information
Information about information
This CD is Rock ‘n Roll 
That CD is jazz
Tchaikovsky composed this piece






“Metadata is structured information
that describes, explains,
locates, or otherwise makes it
easier to retrieve, use, or manage
an information resource.”
Understanding Metadata, NISO Press 2004
Benefits of Metadata
 Allows resources to be found, identified, described, 
annotated, collocated, shared and disambiguated
“Describing a resource with metadata allows it to be 
understood by both humans and machines in ways that 
promote interoperability.”
 Offers “ability to search resources seamlessly across a 
network”








Archives are chock full of resources in need of metadata
Source: “A brief introduction to the Semantic Web”
Yaron Koren
National Library of Israel
August 11, 2011
http://wikiworks.com/nli-seminar/intro-to-semantic-web.pdf
Source: “A brief introduction to the Semantic Web”
Yaron Koren




1. Medici Archive Project: Documentary Sources for the Arts 
and Humanities 1537 – 1743
(Relational database)
2. The History of the Accademia di San Luca, c. 1590 – 1635: 
Documents from the Archivio di Stato di Roma
(Text markup – TEI )
3. Healey Library’s OpenArchives (login server15774.contentdm.oclc.org )
(Dublin Core Schema in a proprietary data system)
The History of the Accademia di San Luca, c. 1590–1635: 




Accademia di San Luca
The transcriptions are encoded in Extensible Markup Language (XML) following the 
guidelines of the Text-Encoding Initiative (TEI) for digital encoding of literary and 
linguistic texts (http://www.tei-c.org). 
The transcriptions may be searched by personal name (under all known variant 
spellings), place name, key term, document type, notary name, and year. The 
documents included are not only newly available to students and scholars of early 
modern Italy, but are also accessible in a way that both promotes their use and 
allows for the identification of additional archival material.
Implementation description: We used TEI tagsets specific to manuscript material, 
personal names, and place names. Our programmer implemented Perl script to 
batch process the documents from MSWord to XHTML to XML to HTML. We tagged 
the XML files in TEI according to the standards of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) 





• What they’re called
• Whether they’re 
required or not
• Best to base the 





(“in our project we enter 
names as “Last, First MI”)
• Controlled 
vocabularies
(“in our project we use 
LOCSH for subject terms 
and TGN for Places”)
Widely used schemas
 MARC 91% Used by librarians for library collections
 EAD 84% Used by archivists for finding aids
 Dublin Core 78% Used by cultural heritage practitioners for  
items 
Choose a schema (set of fields)
 A Metadata Schema is a “set of metadata elements 
designed for a specific purpose, e.g. describing a particular 
type of info resource for a specific community of practice.”
 Many possible schemas!  
 Always best to adopt a schema already in use by many others
 But you can also make up your own… if you must…
 Choose which to employ based on:
1. your resource types
2. your audience
3. your community of practice
Seeing Standards: A Visualization of the Metadata Universe
Source: http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/~jenlrile/metadatamap/
Simple Dublin Core (metadata schema)

















But what controls the 
content?





















The Case for Content Control
Source: LOC Names Authority/
Widely Used Content Vocabularies:
• AAT - Art & Architecture Thesaurus – Getty Institute
• LCSH - Library of Congress Subject Headings
• LC Name Authority File – Library of Congress Name 
Auth.
• MeSH – Medical Subject Headings
• TGM - Thesaurus of Graphic Materials (LOC)
• TGN - Thesaurus of Geographic Names – Getty 
Institute)
• ULAN -Union List of Artists’ Names – Getty)










































































• There are decisions to be made before 
creating any digital resources project
• Which schema to use (fields)?
• Which content standards to apply?
• Those decisions are never clear-cut
• Think them through, commit to standards and 
move on 
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